
Expert security team to align
strategy and fill in gaps of services.
Compliance and policies control
enterprise risk program 
Aligned cyber insurance to proper
risk footprint
Lowered premiums by 25% due to a
documented enterprise security and
data protection program.

Benefits

Limited Security Expertise 
Unaware of service gaps
Known costs due to distruptions
Cyber security insurance needed to
be optimized 

Challenges

AT A GLANCE

Cohesive Security brings
compliance, risk, operations
and insurance together to
optimize your business.

CASE STUDY

By selecting Zyos Group as their partner we were able to
address their challenges starting with an assessment of
their current security state. We take those gaps and
score them with our unique framework. We take into
consideration the probability of risk events occurring and
the impact when quantifying for a cost/benefit analysis.
They were shocked to see how out of line their risk
tolerance was as compared to their current business
state. We set up an enterprise security program and
aligned their risk to the tolerance level of the
stakeholders. Lastly, we properly aligned insurance while
saving 25% on insurance due to having a program in
place. 

S O L U T I O N S

A healthcare company was looking to evaluate gaps in
its security across operations, applications, data, and
their network. They weren't sure how much risk they
were tolerating and how to quantify that risk in terms
of dollars. Lastly, they didn't know how much cyber
insurance to obtain given their risk profile with
sensitive information being stored without any data
classification, encryption and retention strategy.  

O B J E C T I V E S

We are able to transform businesses because of the
integration aspects of our services. IT, Security, and Data
now apply to every area of your operation.

Fully Integrated

For over a decade we have been in the manufacturing
industry. We know the systems, workflows and benchmarks.

Experience With SMB's & In Your Vertical 

We've primarily operated in these environments and our
customers feel at ease as we navigate compliance factors. 

Experts Working Within Regulated Environments

S E R V I C E  D I F F E R E N T I A T O R S

https://zyosgroup.com/
https://zyosgroup.com/framework/

